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HtAA Y<l'tt Qet·O' 1opt ·paLO' (Hellgate Needs More Frats) 
Jackson Parker . 

Editor in Chief This is not an article for a school. This is an 
article for America. To open its eyes and realize 

"HEY, where are boys gonna be boys?" Where will mild sexism be 
tolerated? Where can our inner Greek (in my case, Norwegian) 
be expressed with bombast and booze? Where, my fellow citizen, 
can a frat boy frat-out, but a frat? 

This is what Hellgate High School needs. Who cares every full
time teacher has white skin, there's rampant abuse of drugs, and 
sometimes the water fountains are too warm. What Hellgate RE
ALLY needs, is more frats. Colleges do it! And what is high school, 
but college for high school students? 

Of course there's the problem of hazing. Where am I supposed 
to find it? To find an honest to god .true old fashioned haze, you 
either have to ask for it, "Hello sport, might you haze me?" or join 
a sports team. More frats would solve this problem, lickety split 
Which in fact, is the name of one of the hazes often practiced by 
frats. I don't know what it means, but golly, do I want to find out. 

Now of course there's the question (per always) of girls. "I'm 
a girl, I want a frat too!" a girl will probably say, as they are want 

to do. And we'Usay "no" because it's a frat, and where else is a 
man to find platonic Wrestling games? If girls joined, it would 
ruin all the fun. I mean have you SEEN the latest Indiana Jones? 
It was a girl who kept trying to kibosh Indiana's jolly romp. He 
just wanted to find a crystal skull. So obviously, no girls allowed. 
Except for parties, then they can join BUT ONLY UNTIL MORN
ING. Then they must leave, after making breakfast. 

Another reason we simply need more frats, is the lack of 
Greek culture in our school. German is taught as a language, 
Spanish too, but where's the class to decipher roman numerals? 
Our knight mascot is fine for our British descendants, and our 
lasagna-themed school colors are pretty obviously pandering 
to the Italians. But where's the olive oil? The toga parties? The 
frescoes? This problem would be gone in a heartbeat, if Hellgate 
had more frats. 

Because it's the institution Hellgate deserves, and the one it 
needs, right now. 2014, the year of the frat! Well, there's only 2 
months left, so 2015. The year of not caring! The year of Dave 
Franco. THE YEAR of "boys will be boys". And the year, of the frat. 

"Field of D1-eams" con
tinued from page 4 and trails is some

what far fetched. 
majority of the money will be spent in Fort 
Missoula, funds have been allotted for other 

This project is a good idea. There is not 
that significant a tax increase, it will bring 
tourism to Missoula, and you can actually 
say that this is beneficial to the entire coun
ty. It is recommended that a city have one 
park for every 4,500 people. In Missoula 
that number is about 9,000 to one. We have 
fantastic access to the outdoors here in Mis
soula. We can hike, bike and camp with real 
ease. the same cannot be aid for sports that 
require fields. If we're that bad that teams 
refuse to play here, then perhaps $3 a mon~h 
isn't too high a price to pay. The midterm 
elections are being held Nov. 4, and those 
who can vote should. If you have a strong 
opinion regarding this bond, or other pend
ing bills, get out there and participate in our 
democracy. 

Everyone in Missoula loves the unique projects. Of the $42 million, 38 will be spent 
access to the outdoors that the city pos- in Fort Missoula, 3 million will be spent on 
sesses, however some are skeptical about the county trails project, and the last million 
the benefits of this new development. Critics will be spent on city trails. When asked if 
contest that since the vast majority of the this project will affect people living outside 
development will happen in Fort Missoula, of Missoula proper but inside Missoula 
only those living in the city will benefit from county, he responded, "30% of people who 
this development and it is unfair that only . use the existing Fort Missoula [parks] come 
this community gains access to a project that from outside of Missoula proper." Accord-
the entire county must pay for. The same . ing to Oetinger, the economic benefits of 
critics also contest that Missoula doesn't building these new parks is also substantial. 
need the tax increase that the development Missoula is critically under equipped to host 
would entail, however even they would sports tournaments, . that's why they're all 
concede that an annual increase of $37 is held in Kalispell. He put emphasis on how 
nothing to fight too hard over. mal-equipped Missoula is by informing me 

Parks and Trails bond spokesperson, that in the past teams have gone so far as to 
John Oetinger stated that although the vast refuse to play in Missoula. 
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